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ABSTRACT

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning technique wont to facilitate someone determine
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats associated with project coming up with.  SWOT
analysis ought to cause a balanced read of the technique still as yield ideas for required theory building.
You can use SWOT Analysis to create the foremost of what you have best advantage And you'll be able
to scale back the probabilities of failure, by understanding what you are lacking, and eliminating hazards.
most studies of SWOT analysis have solely targeted on resolution these shortcomings individually, this
study offers AN approach to diminish each shortcomings by applying Importance-Performance Analysis
(IPA) to spot SWOT this text explores the informative limits of the standard SWOT analysis. we tend to
argue that the standard SWOT analysis, as this is often exercised inside all types of organizations, lacks
method completeness and accuracy. while not having the ability to know the truth evolutionarily, the
standard SWOT analysis winds up to static, strategically barren and superficially descriptive lists of
strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threat for the person. Conversely, by introducing a
comparative and biological process SWOT analysis, we tend to support that a amendment creates a true
chance only it depends upon a comparative strength of AN person. severally, once a amendment
depends upon a comparative weakness then it creates a true specific threat.This systemetic approch will
explore the importance of their strength weakness chance and threats inhernt.
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Introduction
Understanding the atmosphere is central to a strategic designing method. Among the foremost

vital tools to facilitate such understanding is that the SWOT associate degreealysis. It helps person to
achieve a higher insight of their internal and external atmosphere once creating strategic plans and
choices by analysing and positioning an resources and atmosphere in four regions: Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. SWOT analysis has been praised for its simplicity and has been
in continued use since the Sixties. However, in apply it cannot provide associate degree economical
result and typically might cause a wrong call. this can be as a result of the standard approach of SWOT
analysis is predicated on analysis during which SWOT factors are probably to carry subjective views of
managers or planner judgements. Besides, SWOT factors in every region ar either not measurable or
hierarchical by the importance towards associate degree performance. additionally, the SWOT analysis
ought to be evaluated by considering the person’s perspective instead of being evaluated entirely on the
purpose of read to confirm that the capabilities perceived by the person are recognized and valued.  This
deficiency within the ancient approach of SWOT analysis motivated our analysis to take advantage of the
Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA), a way for activity person’s satisfaction to consistently generate
prioritized SWOT factors supported person’s views. This successively produces a lot of correct info for
strategic designing. Specifically, strengths associate degreed weaknesses of the person known through
associate degree IPA matrix that is built on the idea of an performance and also the importance.
Opportunities and threats ar obtained by comparison the IPA matrix of the person therewith of its
challenger.
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An overview of the four factors (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) is given
below:
 Strengths: Strengths are the qualities that change accomplish the person’s mission. These are

the idea on that continued success may be created and continued/sustained.Strengths may be
either tangible or intangible. These are what you're well-versed in or what you have got
experience in, the traits and qualities your workers possess (individually and as a team) and
also the distinct options that provide your person its consistency.Strengths are the helpful
aspects of the person or the capabilities of a person, which incorporates  competencies.

 Weaknesses: Weaknesses are the qualities that stop person from accomplishing our mission
and achieving our full potential. These weaknesses deteriorate influences on the structure
success and growth. Weaknesses are the factors that don't meet the standards we tend to feel
they must meet.Weaknesses in a corporation could also be depreciatory machinery, shy
analysis and development facilities, slender product vary, poor decision-making, etc.
Weaknesses are manageable. they need to be reduced and eliminated.

 Opportunities: Opportunities are conferred by the atmosphere at intervals that our organization
operates. These arise once a person will take advantage of conditions in its atmosphere to
arrange and execute ways that change it to become a lot of profitable. person will gain
competitive advantage by creating use of opportunities.person ought to watch out and
acknowledge the opportunities and grasp them whenever they arise. choosing the targets that
may best serve the shoppers whereas obtaining desired results may be a tough task.

 Threats: Threats arise once conditions in external atmosphere jeopardize the responsibility of
the person. They compound the vulnerability once they relate to the weaknesses. Threats are
uncontrollable. Once a threat comes, the steadiness and survival may be at stake.

Aims and Objectives
 Find your ideal job.
 Find out other positions you could accept.
 To plan your five-year career goal.
Literature Review

(Dincer, 2007) An organization can be described as strong, equal or weak compared to their
competitors based on five criterias: Relative market situation, relative financial structure, relative
production and technical capacity, relative research and development potential, relative human capacity
and management effectiveness.

(Ulgen and Mirze, 2010) The organization has to answer to the threats of the outside
environment by using its strengths. All these issues highlight the importance of organizational strengths.
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(Pearce and Robinson, 1991) A weakness is a limitation or deficiency in resource, skills, and
capabilities that seriously impedes an organization’s effective performance. Facilities, financial resources,
management capabilities, marketing skills, and brand image can be sources of weaknesses.

(Harrison and St. John, 2004) Opportunities are conditions in the external environment that
allow an organization to take advantage of organizational strengths, overcome organizational
weaknesses or neutralize environmental threats.

(Ulgen and Mirze, 2010) Threats are the situations that come out as a result of the changes in
the distant or the immediate environment that would prevent the organization from maintaining its
existence or lose its superiority in competition, and that are not favourable for the organization.

(Popescu and Scarlat 2015), in a similar perception, support that SWOT analysis provides only
a separate understanding of the internal and external environmental changes, therefore does not show
how the internal and external factors of the business organization are interconnected and how to
compare them.
Research Methodology

Research Methodology is that the systematic and theoretical analysis of the ways applied to a
field of study. It includes the method accustomed collect data and knowledge for the aim of creating
selections. within the gift paper, the secondary supply of knowledge has been used. the information has
been collected from journals, books and websites.
Research Approach

Literature distinguishes three main analysis approaches – deductive, inductive and abductive. A
deductive technique is characterized with scanning and analyzing of past literature, account on logical
conclusions from the speculation in form of hypotheses and prepositions. On the later stage, hypotheses
and prepositions square measure through empirical observation tested and conclusions square measure
conferred so as to proof or reject the allegations. The deductive approach follows the pattern –case /
results / rule. On the opposite hand, the inductive approach relies on opposite techniques – observation
result in theoretical framework or following the pattern – results /case /rule. This paper Associate in
Nursing abductive methodology. Used in Nursing abductive approach

may be seen as a mix between deductive and inductive and follows totally different process –
from rule to result to case. In Nursing abductive approach is appropriate for this research first, as a result
of e-commerce has been examined extensively and sure theoretical framework has been developed.
Research Method

The literature distinguishes completely different analysis ways – qualitative, quantitative and
mixed. The quantitative technique is primary targeted on the deductive element of the analysis or
hypothesis and theory testing. The method includes assortment and analyzing of numerical knowledge.
On the opposite hand, the qualitative technique is represented as subjective emphasizing on the
expression, meanings and outline and is a smaller amount involved with numbers. Qualitative technique
supposes broader approach to the analysis question. Several researchers use a mixed methodology,
which mixes the qualitative and quantitative techniques to enhance the dependency of the analysed
outcome. During this study qualitative methodology was applied and first and secondary knowledge were
used. the explanations to use a qualitative methodology square measure numerous.
Significance of SWOT Analysis

Personal development is a vital step for creating yourself a lot of appealing to employers and
customers. It conjointly helps boost your self-image. individuals apply several different ways to face apart
during this ocean of candidates. they need to secure the top position, however it not as straightforward
because it sounds. people usually conduct the SWOT analysis. SWOT is seen as associate analytical
framework which might facilitate corporations facing nice challenges. It helps to seek out the foremost
promising new markets. The analysis was created by business gurus Edmund P. Learned, Kenneth
Andrews, C. Roland Christensen and William D. within the Sixties. They wrote concerning it in their book
“Business Policy, Text, and Cases.” Even though SWOT was originally used for business, it will facilitate
assess a person’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats too. this sort of straightforward
analysis structure can give steerage. it's at internal and external factors.

Do not take the SWOT analysis lightly. Self-analysis is probably one in every of the foremost
difficult things. But, it plays a really significant role in personal progress. the private skills SWOT
analysis can facilitate you to be told a lot of concerning you. closing a private SWOT analysis is an
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important step towards finding life and career direction. Follow all steps seriously and make your
Personal SWOT analysis. Before you allot precious time within the method, make certain that you
simply are able to provide honest answers to yourself. whereas we have a tendency to simply
scrutinize corporations, jobs, employers and colleagues, criticizing ourselves is that the opening move
here. Dig deep and establish what your own contributions extremely ar. The analysis entails finding out
what you're sensible at and what you're terrible at. SWOT could be a tool for you. When you learn all
the mandatory details concerning yourself, you'll attempt to build positive changes which is able to
result in new opportunities. Basically, SWOT analysis provides a more robust image of all
professionals and cons you've got.

The outcome can rely upon however you react to the findings. for instance, you can react in two
ways that when you list all of your weaknesses. you'll either perceive however they can be threating to
not solely your career however conjointly your personal life, or you can work to beat the weakness. it's
invariably wise assume absolutely. Act proactively to show the weakness into strength. Also, attempt to
eliminate all threats. Give importance to your strengths and cash in of the opportunities.
Factor Affecting the SWOT Analysis
Internal Factors
 Strengths

 What edges does one have that others don't have? this might embody skills, education, or
connections.

 What are you higher at than anyone else?
 What personal resources does one have access to?
 What do others see as your strengths?
 that achievements are you most proud of?
 What values does one believe that others fail to show?
 Are you a part of a network nobody else is concerned in? What connections does one.

 Weaknesses
 What work does one typically avoid thanks to lack of confidence?
 What do folks suppose you weaknesses are?
 Are you cheerful together with your education and skills training?
 Does one have any negative work habits?
 That of your temperament traits holds you back?

External Factors
 Opportunities

 What new technology will assist you?
 Are you able to make the most of the market in its gift state?
 Does one have a network of strategic contacts to supply smart recommendation or facilitate

you?
 Is any of your competitors failing to try to to one thing important? Are you able to take

advantage of it?
 Is there a requirement in your company that nobody is filling?
 Might you produce a chance by providing solutions to problems?

 Threats
 What hindrances does one presently face at work?
 Is any of your co-workers competitive with you for comes or roles?
 Is your job changing?
 Will technological changes threaten your position?
 might any of your weaknesses result in threats?
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Procedure of Swot Analysis
The procedures for conducting a Swot Analysis square measure straightforward and easy.

However, in most cases, the procedures square measure determined by the person conducting the  Swot
Analysis:
 Establish the cluster you'll work with: as an example, one explicit category, all students

registered in an exceedingly explicit program,a set of advisees.
 Make a case for the aim and goal of the activity.
 Select a recorder: This ought to not be the facilitator.
 Use a flip chart or some alternative methodology,  in round-robin fashion, every participant can

establish strength. The recorder can record the responses on the chart. If a participant chooses
to pass, he/she can say “Pass” and the next person can continue.  Example strengths might  be
high quality students, robust  support workers, current technology,  accreditations, locations, and
curriculum.

 A distinct  sheet  of paper are  used  for weaknesses. samples of weaknesses square measure
lack  of diversity  in college, superannuated buildings, morale, restricted budget, superannuated
course of study, programming  of once courses square measure offered,  and out  of date
software.

 A totally different sheet of paper can be used for opportunities.  Examples of opportunities
square measure changes in technology, changes in population profiles, business trends, and
geographic area.

 A distinct sheet of paper are used for threats. samples of threats square measure  competition
from alternative universities, national  decline in  teaching, legislative effects, economy, and
geographic space. In developing the list of SWOT, the establishment and organization goals and
missions ought to be thought of. The SWOT analysis ought to illustrate wherever you square
measure currently and wherever you wish to go.

Advantages of Conducting Swot Analysis
The main purpose of a SWOT is to push the known strengths, reduce weaknesses, exploiting

the opportunities and having contingency plans to minimize threats.There unit of measure several edges
and edges of victimization SWOT Analysis for private development. it's smart for your success and
betterment. sort of the foremost common edges of conducting a private SWOT analysis unit of
measurement mentioned below.
 Helps to develops ways that within which to achieve your goals
 you may be ready to be over your friends and colleagues
 Shows wherever you currently stand on the trail of success
 Measures your scopes of reaching desired goals
 Boosts your career, life and temperament
 Helps to higher perceive coalition agency you actually unit of measure as someone
 Maximizes your strengths and diminishes your weaknesses
 Explores and besides enhances your soft skills and onerous skills
 It helps you perceive your preferences and temperament traits.
 Focuses on your attitudes, abilities, skills, capabilities and capacities

There unit of measure several utterly completely different edges of this analysis. Apply it to your
state of affairs and enjoy the wonderful edges of personal SWOT analysis.
Conclusion

SWOT Analysis that has been used over the last fifty years in the field of strategic  management
could be a  valuable technique  for  planing  and call creating. In  the  strategic  management method  a
range of study  techniques square measure  used  to attain long  goals.The  technique  has  been utilized
for a  person. SWOT  involves  to verify Associate in Nursing  objective  and  to determine  the  internal
and  external  factors that square measure favourable  and  unfavourable  to attain  that  objective. The
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internal  analysis  is  used  to determine  the  internal sources  and  capabilities  for  competitive
advantage. The external analysis is used to determine market opportunities and threats  by  analyzing
general surroundings,  rivals. SWOT  Analysis,  reveals Associate in Nursing  organization’s  current state
of affairs and makes it attainable to develop future action  plans There  is  a extensive quantity  of tutorial
study on SWOT, however very little  attention has been  paid to know  the  historical emergence, benefits
and limitations  of  the methodology. This article that conjointly presents  current method  changes  to  the
technique  seeks  to  reveal  a  clear  understanding  of  SWOT.
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